
String Information

Gauge

The diameter of a string. String gauges are usually referred to in 1/1000 of an inch. A typical melody 
string (the string closest to you when you play) is usually in the range of .009 to .012. The middle 
string of a dulcimer is often .011 - .014, and the bass string is often .018 - .026.

String gauge is very important. The size of string you use affects the action, tone, sustain, playability, 
and intonation of your instrument. Don't change string gauges on a whim (or because "this is what I 
use").  If you want to change string gauges, it might be a good idea to have a dulcimer shop/repair 
person make the nut and bridge adjustments for you to keep your dulcimer sounding good.

Each builder of dulcimers has a recommended string gauge for his instruments. Folkcraft and 
FolkRoots dulcimers are usually strung with .011, .011, .013, and .024bw (or .026bw).

Types of strings:

Loop end or ball end - These two types sound exactly the same. Some instruments can only be strung 
with one type or the other, depending on how the instrument was built. When you buy a set of 
replacement strings, make sure you get the right kind of ends. There's typically no difference in price 
between ball end and loop end strings.

We recommend ball end strings for all Folkcraft and FolkRoots dulcimers, although loop end strings 
will also work.

Plain or wound:

You might hear plain strings referred to as "plain steel". The melody strings on your dulcimer are plain 
strings. They're a single strand of steel wire, plated with a light tin layer (to retard rust).

The bass string on your dulcimer is a "wound" string. It has a plain steel string inside, but a brass or 
bronze winding is applied to the plain steel string, making a heavy/thick string. If you run your finger 
along a wound string, you can hear a "squeak" as your finger runs along the windings.



Metals used in strings:

All strings start with a steel wire. Plain strings have a tin plate applied to the steel wire.

There are many more options for wound strings - bronze/brass, nickel plated, and stainless steel. It is 
unusual to find a dulcimer builder that recommends nickel or stainless steel wound strings.  Nickel and 
stainless are used more commonly in guitar and bass guitar string sets. 

Bronze strings come in two main varieties. They are 80/20 bronze and phosphor bronze. 

80/20 bronze (80 percent copper, 20 percent zinc) is also known as brass. 80/20 bronze strings have a 
clear, bright tone, but don't last as long as phosphor bronze strings.

Phosphor bronze (virtually the same material as 80/20 bronze, but with a small amount of phosphorous 
added to the mix). Phosphor bronze strings last longer than 80/20 bronze strings. Most dulcimer 
builders use phosphor bronze strings. Your local music store probably stocks phosphor bronze strings.

We recommend the use of 80/20 bronze strings for your Folkcraft or FolkRoots dulcimer. We prefer the
sound. Also, our string supplier provides us with a special roller wound version of 80/20 strings, which 
provides the benefit of a reduced squeak. We've been using the roller wound strings exclusively since 
2009. 

How often to change strings:

I polled some of the most active dulcimer players (professional musicians), and found a huge range of 
answers. One artist changes strings when something breaks, and another changes at least weekly. I 
would recommend a happy medium. 1) when a string breaks, replace the whole set (even if they're only
a few weeks old); 2) when you have an important event (like a concert, or a festival) coming up, 
change the strings a few days ahead of time; 3) when your strings are 3 or 4 months old, change them 
then. 

Questions

Ask the person that built your dulcimer, or call me (Richard Ash) at Folkcraft Instruments. I'm always 
glad to help! (800) 433-3655


